Abstract-Classification problems in which several learning tasks are organized hierarchically pose a special challenge because the hierarchical structure of the problems needs to be considered. Multi-task learning (MTL) provides a framework for dealing with such interrelated learning tasks. When two different hierarchical sources organize similar information, in principle, this combined knowledge can be exploited to further improve classification performance. We have studied this problem in the context of protein structure classification by integrating the learning process for two hierarchical protein structure classification database, SCOP and CATH. Our goal is to accurately predict whether a given protein belongs to a particular class in these hierarchies using only the amino acid sequences. We have utilized the recent developments in multi-task learning to solve the interrelated classification problems. We have also evaluated how the various relationships between tasks affect the classification performance. Our evaluations show that learning schemes in which both the classification databases are used outperform the schemes which utilize only one of them.
INTRODUCTION
S TRUCTURAL classification of proteins is an important step in understanding the evolutionary and functional relationships between proteins. Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) [1] and Class, Architecture, Topology, and Homologous Superfamily (CATH) [2] were two of the earliest efforts in this direction, which classified proteins hierarchically into structurally related groups based on experimentally determined structures. However these gold-standard structural classifications are performed through a laborious and expensive process of first determining the three-dimensional structure of proteins, and curation into a hierarchical database using manual/semi-automated schemes. The rapid growth in the number of sequenced proteins in recent years has created a need for automated methods to accurately classify protein sequences into structural classes. Several computational methods have been proposed to predict the structural classes from sequence information using a range of statistical methods [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . We develop a novel method that seeks to combine multiple hierarchical classification databases [8] .
We have used multi-task learning (MTL) to combine the knowledge present across the two hierarchical protein classification databases. The motivation of our approach stems from the fact that different annotation databases strive to achieve the same objective (i.e., classify protein structures), but differ in terms of curation process, coverage and annotation errors. Further, the use of MTL approach allows us to capture the hierarchical structure that is prevalent across these databases. Within the hierarchies we may have several classes that have few training examples. As such, using MTL for training prediction models for related task assists in improving the generalization performance of individual tasks when the data is scarce [9] .
The key contribution in this work is to combine the problem of hierarchical classification in two separate but related class hierarchies. Specifically, we explored different MTL formulations to leverage the combined knowledge present in SCOP and CATH hierarchical databases to improve the classification performance. Each labeled class in SCOP and CATH defines a classification task. The hierarchical structure of the labeled classes explicitly defines the relationships between the classes within each hierarchy. These class relationships can be utilized in the MTL formulations which take task relationships into account. However, the relationships between one class from SCOP and the other from CATH are non-trivial, as there is no direct correspondence between the labeled classes defined by SCOP and CATH.
We performed a comprehensive set of experiments to assess the accuracy of classification when using the MTL approaches in comparison to single task learning (STL). We observed an improvement in the classification performance from the combined use of SCOP and CATH in protein structure classification. We found that using the graph-based structured MTL that explicitly defines the relationships between different tasks and the tracebased MTL formulation that seeks to find a low-dimensional common subspace across the tasks are suitable for our purpose. Specifically, we observed approximately 4-5 percent improvement for the multiple hierarchical based MTL learning in comparison to the STL approach. Our current study suggests that on the consistent set of protein domains defined by both SCOP and CATH, MTL methods which combined both the hierarchical schemes had a significant advantage over MTL methods which were trained using only one hierarchy.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Multi-Task Learning
In Multi-task learning, predictive models for multiple related tasks are learned simultaneously, as opposed to single task learning, where a model for each task is learned separately. The main intuition is that the related tasks can help each other learn better models [9] , [10] . MTL has been empirically and theoretically [11] , [12] shown to improve the performance of the trained models, especially when the training data is scarce. There has been an explosive growth in the research on MTL, see [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] and the references therein.
Given a training set, with n input-output pairs fðx 1 ; y 1 Þ; . . . ; ðx n ; y n Þg, generated from an unknown distribution, the goal is to learn a mapping function f : X ! Y between the input domain x i 2 X and the output domain y i 2 Y. The objective in standard regularized machine learning methods is to learn a model which minimizes a loss function on the training data while constraining the model complexity with a regularization penalty. The learning objective in general STL regularized learning methods can be represented as,
where w is the set of model parameters. The regularization term controls the model complexity to discourage overfitting. This principle can be extended to MTL, where we have T tasks with training data for each of the t ¼ 1 . . . T tasks, given by ðx it ; y it Þ : i ¼ 1 . . . n t f g . The combined learning objective can be written as,
where n t is the number of training instances for the tth task, w t denotes the model parameters for the tth task, and
is the combined set of model parameters for all the tasks. Various multi-task learning methods take this general approach to build combined models for many related tasks.
Evgeniou and Pontil [19] proposed a regularized multitask learning method where the model for each task is constrained to be close to the average of all the tasks. In multitask feature learning and feature selection methods [13] , [14] , [20] , [21] , sparse learning based on lasso [22] type schemes, is performed to select or learn a common set of features across many related tasks. However, a common assumption made by many methods [19] , [23] , [24] is that all tasks are equally related. This assumption does not hold in all situations.
Therefore, it is sensible to take the task relationships into account in multi-task learning. The MTL formulations proposed in [15] , [25] use an externally provided task network. However, these relationships might not be available and may need to be determined from the data. Clustered multitask learning approaches assume that tasks exhibit a group structure, which is not known a-priori, and learn the clusters of tasks such that tasks within a cluster are more closely related to each other [16] , [26] , [27] . Another set of approaches, mostly based on Gaussian Process models, learn the task co-variance structure [17] , [18] and are able to take advantage of both positive and negative correlations between the tasks.
In this paper we focus on the application of regularized MTL methods to the problem of automated protein structure classification using sequence information only. Preliminary ideas of this work were presented in our conference paper [8] .
Protein Structure Classification
Structural Classification of Proteins [1] and CATH [2] are two prominent schemes for hierarchical classification of protein structures. SCOP follows a predominantly manual process, relying on the expertise of its curators. CATH relies on automated approaches to a greater degree than SCOP and revises its database more frequently. SCOP as well as CATH classify entities known as protein domains, which can be considered as functional units of proteins, into four major levels. In the context of this paper, domains may be viewed as subsequences (not necessarily contiguous) of proteins. A protein may be composed of one or more domains. Thus, each classification system assigns four labels to each of the domains it classifies. The levels defined by SCOP, listed in top to bottom order are Class, Fold, Superfamily and Family. The corresponding levels defined by CATH are Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous Superfamily.
SCOP and CATH have been extensively compared in several previous studies [28] , [29] , [30] . Despite their similar purpose, several discrepancies between these two databases have been reported [28] , [30] . Inconsistencies primarily arise due to the differences in domain definition and disagreement in the classification of some domains.
Predictive methods developed in recent years have primarily focused on classifying sequences with respect to SCOP. Consequently, remote homology detection and fold recognition, where the objectives are to detect superfamily and fold given the protein sequence, have received considerable attention in the research community. Early predictive methods used sequence similarity as a surrogate for structural similarity and utilized sequence comparison methods such as SW-alignment, BLAST and PSI-BLAST [31] , [32] . The later methods took a generative approach to model related sequences. The discriminative methods, primarily Support Vector Machines, which followed generative methods further improved classification performance. Much attention was then given to engineering better kernels [3] , [6] , [7] , [33] , [34] , [35] to capture biologically meaningful similarities between sequences.
Protein structure classification is inherently a multi-class problem where the label of a protein domain is defined for classifying a particular level in the hierarchy (fold, superfamily etc.). Most early methods approached this problem by dividing the multi-class problem into several one-vs-rest or one-vs-one problems. If all the levels in the hierarchy are considered then the problem becomes a structured-output classification task [36] with interdependencies between the output labels [37] , [38] . These methods are able to utilize the correlations between different labels within the hierarchy.
Our current work takes a slightly different approach. Here the focus is on leveraging combined knowledge across different hierarchical classification systems which enables us to learn better classifiers for all the tasks. To our knowledge this approach toward integrated learning and cross hierarchy transfer for protein structure classification has never been explored before.
METHODS
Given two hierarchical sources of annotated protein domains (e.g., SCOP and CATH), our primary objective is to train a supervised learning model that can accurately classify new instance into classes within these hierarchies. In this study, we use MTL approaches to take advantage of the fact that the classes within the hierarchy have explicit relationships between them and the two hierarchical source databases have implicit relationships across them due to similar objectives. We assume that each of the classes (nodes) within the hierarchies is associated with a binary classification problem, referred to as a task. Combining these tasks during learning should help improve the prediction performance. We assume that there are T tasks across the two hierarchies with independent training instances given by x it ; y it ð Þ: i ¼ 1 . . . n t f g . For a task t, we seek to learn a linear discriminant function per task given by signðW T t x it þ c t Þ. We use the logistic loss function given by,
The regularized objective is minimized with respect to the classification constraints given by (4) .
The best loss function for binary classification problems is the natural 0-1 loss function. It is, however, non-convex and non-smooth which makes it intractable for optimization problems. Logistic loss is a smooth, convex loss function which is suited for classification. Other loss functions, such as hinge-loss might be better in practice [39] but may require specialized solutions. All notations used in this paper are described in Table 1 . Regularization acts upon the weight parameters W only, and the bias parameters c are typically not regularized and hence not included in the joint regularization. In the following section we provide an overview of the MTL methods used in this work.
MTL Methods

Sparse Learning through Joint Feature Selection
It is well known that the l 1 -norm regularization [40] encourages sparsity in STL models. This idea has been extended to multi-task learning [14] , [21] , [23] to select sparse features across all the tasks. In these models, it is assumed that across all the tasks only a subset of the feature space is critical for classification. The objective function for sparse learning in MTL can be written as,
where
and W l 2 R D denotes the lth row of W associated with the input feature l. The l 2;1 -norm here is essentially the l 1 -norm of the vector of l 2 -norm over the weights associated with a particular input dimension. However, the above optimization problem is difficult to solve due to the non-smoothness of l 2;1 -norm. Obozinski and Taskar [21] proposed a solution based on block-wise boosting scheme, and Liu et al. [14] proposed two equivalent formulations for the problem that can be efficiently solved. Argyriou et al. [23] formulated the problem of learning sparse linear features as a convex optimization problem. In our current work we have used the sparse feature selection method described by Argyriou et al. [23] . However, the presence of sparse feature space assumed by this model is too strong for the application studied in this paper and consequently does not perform well. We refer to this method as Sparse MTL.
Graph Regularization
As discussed above, many MTL formulations assume uniform correlations between all the tasks. Evgeniou and Pontil [19] extended SVM to MTL by augmenting the SVM objective with an additional term to control the inter-task regularization. In a more general setting, the objective function can be written as,
The first regularization term controls the magnitude of the parameters for each task and the second regularization term imposes the constraint that the parameters for each task should be close to the average parameters of all 
The number of linearly independent rows or columns.
the tasks. This assumption is too strong in many cases where some tasks may be more closely related than others. When relationships between tasks are known a-priori, inter-task regularization can be controlled such that only the related tasks influence each other. Graph-based MTL formulations [15] , [25] , [41] are able to exploit such relationships. The relationships between different tasks can be encoded as a set of edges E ¼ e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e m ð Þ , where each edge e i p; q ð Þ connects a pair of tasks indexed by p and q. The graph regularized MTL utilizes the edge relationships in the following manner,
Unlike the previous formulation in (6), the regularization term in (7) minimizes the difference between all pairs of related tasks only and does not bias the learned parameters towards the average of all tasks. Therefore, only the parameter vectors of tasks connected by an edge are forced to be similar to each other.
Rank Minimization Using Trace Norm
The problem of rank minimization arises in many optimization problems in machine learning, image compression and automatic control. In the context of multi-task learning minimizing the rank of W forces it to share a low-dimensional subspace, therefore inducing correlations between the tasks. The objective function with rank minimization as regularization can be written as,
However, the rank minimization problem is known to be NP-hard [42] . Rank minimization objective can be approximated by using the trace norm (nuclear norm) which gives a convex solution [43] . The regularized objective function with trace norm can therefore be written as,
This formulation has been extensively studied in the context of multi-task learning [44] , [45] , [46] . In this paper we have used the solution described by Ji and Ye [45] .
Graph and Trace Joint Norm Minimization
In addition to the previous formulations, we implemented a novel multi-task learning formulation combining the Graph and Trace norm minimization which uses the following objective function
In all the models described above, an l 2 -norm is added to the regularization objective however it is only explicitly represented for Graph formulation. The l 2 -norm essentially controls the magnitude of the weight vectors.
We used the publicly available MALSAR toolkit [47] to implement all methods discussed above. The optimization algorithms within MALSAR are implemented using the accelerated gradient methods [48] . This optimization technique is shown to be faster than traditional gradient descent methods, and involves finding a proximal operator for a non-smooth regularization term [47] .
Protein Structure Classification Using MTL
Both SCOP and CATH classify protein domains hierarchically. As noted previously, the levels of SCOP from top to bottom are Class, Fold, Superfamily, and Family, the levels of CATH are Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous Superfamily. The learning problem is to build classifiers for each level of the hierarchy, which in turn has multiple classes. Therefore this problem is hierarchical multi-class classification problem. We transform this into one-vs-rest type binary problems for each node in the hierarchy. In this work, we only focus on the results of classification of Superfamily and Topology levels which we call L3 levels from SCOP and CATH respectively. In our main experiments, we also include the L4 level tasks, which correspond to Family (SCOP) and Homologous Superfamily (CATH), as auxiliary tasks. In an additional set of experiments, we also included the Fold (SCOP) level nodes.
Data Set Pre-Processing
For this study, we used SCOP 1.75 and CATH 3.4 databases, both of which provide the domain definition, domain classification at each taxonomic level and the taxonomy as a hierarchical structure for the protein domains classified in their databases.
To apply MTL across tasks from different hierarchies we extracted a set of domains which are defined consistently in both the hierarchies. Determination of domains in a protein is a non-trivial process, and SCOP and CATH differ significantly in defining domains for multi-domain proteins. The inconsistencies in these two schemes may lead to errors in the models learned from these classification systems [28] . To reduce the inconsistencies, we extracted domains which are defined similarly in both the schemes, which we call consistent domains. As very few domain definitions agree exactly in both SCOP and CATH, we used an approximate similarity threshold of 0.8 to define similar domains. The domains derived from the same protein sequence are considered to be similar if ! 80% of the amino-acids in their sequences overlap. Out of 96,885 domains classified by SCOP and 149,306 domains classified by CATH, we could extract 61,931 domains where the domain definitions agreed according to our similarity criterion.
Many pairs of the sequences classified in SCOP are identical or nearly identical. This is also the case with CATH. Before applying classification methods, it is a good practice to eliminate redundant sequences by clustering sequences and retaining only the cluster representatives. Instead of performing the clustering on the extracted domains, we have used the sequence subsets at different similarity thresholds, determined by sequence alignment, already provided by both SCOP and CATH databases. We used the 95 percent sequences similarity clusters to reduce the redundancies and mapped the 61,931 domains to their respective cluster representatives in both SCOP and CATH, which produced 16,712 SCOP domains and 21,325 CATH domains.
All the nodes in the hierarchy can not be used for training and evaluating classifiers because only a few nodes have sufficient number of examples for a meaningful generation of testing and training sets as described later in Section 4.2. To create the data set, we first eliminate all the L4 nodes with <5 instances. Then we eliminate the L3 nodes with 2 children because we partition the training and test instances by L4 nodes. This final filtering process resulted in 5,587 SCOP domains and 9,642 CATH domains. The statistics of the pruned data set are provided in Table 2 .
Once the tasks for each relevant node are defined, the application of MTL to the set of tasks is straightforward. As described in previous section, our main goal is to model the tasks corresponding to superfamilies and topologies and families and homologous superfamilies are included as auxiliary tasks. Therefore, the number of main tasks in the MTL formulations correspond to the number of superfamilies and topologies in Table 2 . To repeat each experiment multiple times, we created multiple random splits of our data using the strategy described in Section 4.2. The number of auxiliary sub-tasks corresponding to the lowest levels i.e., families and homologous superfamilies vary according to the split. We also extracted the task relationships for Graph-regularized MTL. These relationships are extracted from explicit hierarchical structure of each taxonomy as well as the knowledge of common domains across different hierarchies. The process of relationship extraction is detailed in the following section.
Finally, the raw protein sequences must be represented as feature vectors of fixed length, so that we can use standard machine learning methods working in vector-space model. Various methods have been proposed in literature for extracting meaningful features from biological sequences [3] , [4] , [34] , [49] . For majority of our analysis we use spectrum kernel features [5] , which uses contiguous subsequences of some fixed length k, also known as k-mers. We performed most of our analysis using k ¼ 3, which results in 8,000 features, but we also experimented with larger values of k (4, 5, and 6), which resulted in poorer performance. We performed additional experiments using more expressive set of features known as Sparse Spatial Samples Kernel (SSSK) [50] , which have been experimentally shown to perform well. The features in SSSK are t contiguous words each of length k separated by up to d À 1 intervening characters. Specifically, we used two sets of SSSK features SSSK(t ¼ 2; k ¼ 1; d ¼ 5Þ also known as (1, 5)-double in the original reference and SSSK(t ¼ 3; k ¼ 1; d ¼ 3) also known as (1, 3)-triple. We applied Kernel Principal Component analysis (KPCA) [51] , to (1, 3)-triple features to reduce dimensionality from 72,000 features to 8,000 features. 8,000 features were chosen to capture > 95% of the variance of the centered kernel matrix.
Extracting Task Relationships
In order to utilize the relationships between different tasks in graph regularized formulation, we define edges between different nodes in SCOP and CATH. Edges can be categorized based on whether they span only one hierarchy or both the hierarchies. We refer to the edges that connect nodes in SCOP and CATH as cross links. The links connecting SCOP nodes to SCOP nodes or CATH nodes to CATH nodes, are referred to as within links. The within links can be further categorized based on the type of nodes they connect. Below, we list the three types of links studied in this paper.
Parent links. These edges join a child node to its parent node i.e., superfamily-family (SCOP), topology-homologous superfamily (CATH). These are explicitly defined by the hierarchical structure of SCOP and CATH.
Sibling links. These edges join siblings i.e., links between a node and other children of its parent. An edge between a node and itself is not defined. These edges are defined between superfamily-superfamily (SCOP), topology-topology (CATH), family-family (SCOP), and homologous superfamily-homologous superfamily (CATH).
Cross links. These edges span both the hierarchies and connect nodes at the same level for both the hierarchies i.e., superfamily (SCOP)-topology (CATH) and family (SCOP)-homologous superfamily (CATH). Edges are not defined between superfamily (SCOP-homologous superfamily (CATH) and family (SCOP)-topology (CATH). These edges are derived using consistent domains. If a domain is classified by two nodes we add an edge between them. Specifically, we add an edge between a SCOP node N s and CATH node N c , if there are are protein domains p 2 N s and q 2 N c such that p and q are similar as described previously.
In Table 3 , we summarize the number of links of each type extracted from the data set.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
Models Evaluated
To test the benefit of combining various tasks, we evaluated different MTL formulations using the following partitions of the data sets. 
Single Task Learning
Each task is trained separately. We performed STL experiments using the elastic net penalty which uses both l 1 and l 2 norms in regularization.
Single Hierarchy MTL (SHMTL)
Only the tasks belonging to the same hierarchy are learned together. These experiments are conducted for Sparse, Graph and Trace regularization. Graph regularization for SHMTL uses the parent links and sibling links.
Multiple Hierarchy MTL (MHMTL)
We grouped the tasks belonging to both the hierarchies and trained them together. These experiments were conducted for Sparse, Graph and Trace regularization. Graph regularization for MHMTL uses the cross links between the two hierarchies in addition to the sibling and parent links.
Training and Test Set Partitioning
Partitioning the data into training and test sets is one of the important issues in the application of prediction methods to protein structure classification problem. Random partitioning of the training examples without taking the class labels into accounts may lead to over estimation of the accuracy or equivalently, under estimation of the test error. A common strategy employed to overcome this problem divides the training and test examples by L4 nodes ( Family in SCOP and Homologous Superfamily in CATH). This ensures that sufficiently similar examples do not appear in both training and test examples, giving the classifiers unfair advantage. This method of partitioning the examples by L4 nodes is illustrated in Fig. 1 , using the partial hierarchy, for the partitioning of training and test examples for the task corresponding to SCOP node b.1.1. Considering the task of training classifier for the node b.1.1, we assign the examples belonging to some of its children, b.1.1.1 in the figure, to positive train and the remaining, b.1.1.3 in the figure, to positive test. Remaining L4 nodes are randomly assigned to negative train and negative test. By assigning a node to a particular set, we mean allocating the instances classified under that node, to the aforementioned set.
Similarly, the test and train data sets are constructed for the all L3 nodes in both SCOP and CATH.
Model Selection
To determine the best parameters, we performed grid search on a single random training and test partition with the parameters approximately in the range 10 À1 ; 10 À2 ; 10 À3 ; 0 È É . With the best parameters selected for each method, we repeated the experiments with 30 random training and test partitions.
Further, to test whether there was any benefit of adding the family (SCOP) and homologous superfamily (CATH) levels, we removed the tasks belonging to these levels in one of our data sets (Spectrum k ¼ 3) and tested them using the same setup. We will call this partition L3-only, which stands for level 3 in the hierarchies as opposed to L3+L4 which includes both level 3 and level 4 in the hierarchies.
Evaluation Metrics
Accuracy of classification is not a good measure of performance when the class distribution is highly unbalanced. In these cases Area Under Curve (AUC) of Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (ROC) [52] gives a better indication of classification performance. As stated above we repeated the training and testing with 30 randomly derived partitions. For each task we collected the AUC scores from each run and calculated their mean and standard error. The AUC scores averaged across all the tasks, separated by the two hierarchies, are reported in Table 4 . The standard error values are reported next to the average scores.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Performance of MHMTL
We performed a comprehensive set of experiments evaluating the performance of different MTL approaches under various settings. Table 4 shows the average AUC scores for the different MTL models evaluated across the SCOP and CATH nodes for the data sets where both the L3 tasks as well as the auxiliary L4 tasks are used. Similiar results for the data set which uses only L3 tasks are reported in Table 5 for the data set using Spectrum(k ¼ 3) features. Detailed results with AUC scores for each task have been made available on the supplementary website. 1 The following observations can be made from the results.
Sparse MTL based on l 2;1 -norm regularization does not improve the results in SHMTL and MHMTL compared to STL. The sparse formulation used here, attempts to extract sparse features across all the tasks. It assumes a uniform relationship between all the tasks. However, it is unlikely that any subset for the features derived from the amino-acid sequences are more important for the classification. During the parameter optimization with l 2;1 regularization we found that better results were produced when we lowered the value of the parameter which controls sparsity. Therefore, the best performing models are not sparse. However, these experiments act as a control set to verify that no bias is being introduced by the selection of tasks within the data sets. Fig. 2 compares the AUC scores of SHMTL and STL methods. As can be seen from Fig. 2 and Table 4 , SHMTL with the Trace and Graph based regularization performs better than the STL. We notice that improvement for CATH nodes is significantly greater ð%2-3%Þ than that for SCOP nodes ð 1%Þ which can also be noticed in Fig. 2 . We also see that the Trace regularization performs slightly better in comparison to the Graph regularization for SHMTL with the L3 þ L4 data set. This difference is also evident from Fig. 4a which compares the improvement in AUC scores in SHMTL over STL for Graph and Trace regularization. We also notice that for some CATH nodes the improvement is significantly greater for Trace than for Graph.
We see an improvement of approximately 5 percent in the AUC scores for SCOP using both the Trace and Graph regularizations for the MHMTL in comparison to SHMTL. For the CATH data set we see an improvement of 2-3 percent (refer to L3+L4 data set results in Table 4 ). The percentage improvement observed for MHMTL in comparison to STL is 5-6 and 4-5 percent for the SCOP and CATH data, respectively. Fig. 3 compares the AUC scores for MHMTL and SHMTL for both Trace and Graph formulations. This suggests that there is an advantage in combined MTL over both the hierarchies. Fig. 4b compares the AUC improvement from MHMTL over SHMTL for the Graph and Trace formulations. There is a linear correlation in the improvements in AUC scores from Graph and Trace formulations in MHMTL when compared to SHMTL, i.e., the same L3 nodes are improving and by roughly the same amount using two independent methods. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the improvement is random. Interestingly, as can be seen in Fig. 4b CATH nodes benefit more from Graph than from Trace. Whereas in the AUC improvement of SHMTL over STL case shown in Fig. 4a , Trace formulation helps CATH nodes more than Graph formulation. For our data sets, we observed that combining the Graph and Trace norm in the objective function did not improve the classification performance over the individual norms used separately.
Although, on an average, we see a performance improvement in most cases, on certain tasks the combined SCOP-CATH setting under-performs. We conjecture that MTL could be introducing negative transfer in these cases whereby the generalization performance is negatively affected by incorporating MTL bias.
L3-Only versus L3 þ L4
When we remove the L4 nodes from training the results are not significantly affected. Fig. 5 compares the improvement in AUC scores across the L3-only and L3 þ L4 data sets (difference of MHMTL over SHMTL given by "MHMTL-SHMTL") for the Graph and Trace formulations. The performance of Graph is very similar in both the cases, but Trace performed slightly better, especially for SCOP nodes with L4 nodes included in training. Removing L4 nodes significantly reduces the training times, therefore the cost to benefit ratio for including L4 nodes is very high.
Graph Regularized MTL Using Inner Node Mappings
In the previous set of experiments using Graph MHMTL, we created the cross links between the same level of the hierarchy. However, the nodes at different levels between SCOP and CATH are not necessarily equivalent to each other . In their comparison of SCOP and CATH, Csaba et al. [28] consider the following levels to be mappable to each other-SCOP superfamily/family map to CATH homologous superfamily and SCOP fold map to CATH topology and SCOP class to CATH class. Their evaluation reveals that this mapping of levels is not strict. To evaluate the performance of Graph MHMTL with respect to Graph SHMTL when the cross links between SCOP and CATH are defined by node mappings based on shared protein domains we created another data set with tasks corresponding to fold, superfamily and family nodes from SCOP and topology and homologous superfamily nodes from CATH.
To map the nodes, we computed an F1-score metric between pair of nodes similar to the mapping described by Csaba et al. [28] . This mapping is not symmetric, hence, we consider two maps, one from SCOP ! CATH and similarly from CATH ! SCOP. To map the nodes we use the set of similar domains. Let S 1 represent the set of domains belonging to a SCOP node N 1 and S 2 be the set of domains belonging to a CATH node N 2 . To compute the F1-score of mapping from N 1 ! N 2 , we first determine the set of SCOP domains similar to the CATH domains in S 2 , and denote this set by S 2 . The F1-score of mapping is calculated as
Where
. The mapping of nodes from CATH to SCOP is similarly calculated. Finally, we created an edge between the nodes where the F1-score of a pair of nodes in the mappings in both the directions is !0:5. We extracted a total of 154 such cross links. The experiments with this data set did not show any statistically significant improvement compared to the previous data set where the edges were defined between a pair of nodes if they shared even a single domain. The detailed results are available on the supplementary website.
Graph-Based Link Analysis
In the context of Graph based MTL, we also studied the effect of sibling relationships on AUC improvement of SHMTL over STL (SHMTL-STL) and the effect of number of cross links on AUC improvement of MHMTL over STL (MHMTL-STL). Figs. 6 and 7 depict the improvements with respect to the number of links. In Fig. 6 -Graph, which shows the improvements for Graph formulation, we see a uniform improvement in all the nodes with non-zero cross links. CATH seems to benefit more from the presence of cross edge and Graph formulation which can also be seen from Fig. 4b . This suggests that Graph formulation is able to leverage the relatedness between tasks across the hierarchies. The Trace formulation does not take into account these relationship, Fig. 6 -Trace does not seem to suggest this pattern. Fig. 7 shows the improvement in AUC for SHMTL over STL (SHMTL-STL) with respect to the number of siblings. Both Figs. 6 and 7 suggest a positive inductive bias being introduced by related tasks and Graph based formulation is doing slightly better when the relationships between tasks are known.
To study the effect of different relationships within the Graph-based formulation for SHMTL and MHMTL during the training phase, we repeated the experiments with various combinations of link types. The bar chart of average AUC scores are show in Fig. 8 . P, S, and C denote the parent, sibling, and cross links respectively. For example MHMTL PC indicates that the MHMTL experiment was conducted only with parent links and sibling links were removed. We observed that for both CATH and SCOP, the sibling links helped more than the parent links. However, for MHMTL the effects on SCOP and CATH due to the removal of sibling or parent links was different. SCOP performance improved with removal of sibling links and decreased with removal of parent links while the effect on CATH was the opposite. Table 6 reports the runtimes in seconds for the STL, SHMTL and MHMTL with different regularization penalties and for the L3-only and L3+L4 data set. We can observe that the Graph-MHMTL takes longer in comparison to Graph-SHMTL. This is because there are more relationships (edges) that are added for the MHMTL method in comparison to the SHMTL method. With the addition of more tasks in L3+L4 data set in comparison to the L3-only data set, we notice a 3-5 fold increase in run time. Our analysis of AUC performance suggests that use of L4 nodes may not be necessary given the increase in run time.
Run Time Analysis
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have shown the benefit of combining two hierarchical classification schemes to achieve better classification performance using the protein structure classification problem. Due to the nature of protein structure classification, the Sparse feature learning MTL formulation could not achieve any performance improvement over the baseline STL method. However, both the Graph and Trace MTL methods were able to learn better classifiers in both single hierarchy settings as well as multiple hierarchy settings. The combined Graph-Trace setting for MTL did not improve the classification performance over the individual Graph or Trace MTL setting. In our analysis we found that introducing the Family (SCOP) and Homologous Superfamily (CATH) tasks did not noticeably improve the classification, but incurred some increase in runtime. For Graph based MTL formulation, which explicitly utilizes task relationships, we also examined the effect of various relationships on the classification performance. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
